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Accepted by the working group on November 29, 2023.

Given that the flower releases have grown to a size and complexity that is difficult to test, hard to customize for use, and the deployment of FOLIO is becoming unsustainable for system operators, EBSCO has developed a proposal for the formalization of applications and platforms that they believe will help solve both of these issues while still continuing to allow FOLIO to grow and incorporate new functionality desired by users.

The tri-council formalization working group will:

- Describing, documenting, characterizing, and evaluating the risks and implications of the formalization proposals and develop paths forward to mitigate those risks and maintain the FOLIO guiding principles
- Communicate to the larger community the progress, implications, and decisions related to these changes, including providing community-wide updates as significant milestones arise
- Dialog with the groups designing and implementing these changes in order to gather information for the community, help manage non-technical questions and issues, and provide a conduit for feedback from the community to the proposers and implementers
- Monitor the progress of the Request for Comment (RFC) process for the RFCs related to these changes to assist in answering non-technical questions and to be able to act as sources of information for council updates and other activities

Tentative Deliverables

- Answers to council questions generated previously
  - Categorize
  - Answer questions that can currently be answered
  - Remove duplicates
  - Suggest outdated questions for removal
- Definitions related to applications, platform, core
- Risk analysis with suggestions for mitigation that can be carried forward when defining processes or making recommendations
- Process for how modules will be grouped into applications
- Process for how platform core/functional/extended will be defined
- Process for deciding what, if any, platforms should be governed by the community
- Recommendations for updates to the application and module review processes
- Documentation of group processes to help inform how large change proposals are handled in the future

Out of scope for this group:

- Managing activities within each council
  - Managing the TC’s RFC process. TC members of this working group will provide regular updates on the RFC process to the group. Members of this group may also choose to participate in the RFC process and all members of the community may participate in the public review of RFCs.
- Managing the development process or scoping development work. This group may provide feedback on timelines and priorities but development work is scoped and scheduled elsewhere. Product council members of the working group will communicate potential changes to the product roadmap stemming from these proposals to the community.

Background documents:

- Applications And The Management Thereof
- Folio Platforms
- Mock application analysis: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1a2b1xnnKk6wcZnY2OtsG0kFa4r4UJe-WpuAg2CUEqI/edit#gid=1026358869
- Post WolfCon presentation to PC: https://prod-zoom-recordings-openlibraryfoundation-org.s3.amazonaws.com/276819cf-e9a6-4071-b72f-3b1b01131bb%2Fshared_screen_with_speaker_view(CC).mp4. The presentation starts at 00:09:00 (nine minutes into the recording).
• TriCouncil October meeting: https://recordings.openlibraryfoundation.org/folio/product-council/2023-10-12T10:00/
• MM Sig meeting: https://recordings.openlibraryfoundation.org/folio/metadata-management-sig/2023-10-19T11:30/ (begins 13 minutes into recording) Notes: 2023-10-19 Metadata Management Meeting notes

Initial council documents:
• FOLIO Platform and Application Formalization Questions (TC)
• Re-Architecting Impact on the Product Council (PC)

Google Drive folder:
• https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1t0DqLvuxfBnU1cE0g5BMwCBYAGrE2evN

Additional architecture documents:
• 2023 WOLFcon Architectural Blueprint
• Folio And Next Level AuthN Z